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December 2014 – Sale of Company’s major asset, Llanos-based oil
production and reserves in Colombia, South America for cash
2015 –
• Began vetting of energy-based strategic opportunities;
• Remained debt-free;

Milestones
for
Change

• Placed $8 million of free cash into a financing investment
earning monthly interest payments of $80,000 (12 per cent
per annum);
• Reduced employee count by 24% along with other
administrative costs; and
• Witnessed the dramatic decline in the value of the
Company’s Colombian properties from $74 million (proved
and probable) of discounted cash flow reserve value to $0
at the end of 2015 due to dramatic decrease in oil prices
2016 –
• Continued vetting of strategic opportunities with more
focus on the energy services sector; and
• Increased financing investment by an additional $4 million
growing monthly interest payments to $120,000

Subsea Services and Vessels

Energy
Services Subsea
Sector

• Offshore production platforms, wells and
pipelines require regular work-overs and
remediation
• Subsea service vessels, similar to those being
purchased pursuant to the Transactions (further
information to follow), are used to transport
divers, technology and equipment to areas that
require these actions

Operations Activities

Decline
within the
Subsea
Services
Sector as a
whole

• Offshore service vessel demand has witnessed a
drop of 50% (2013 – 2016)1
• Much of offshore inspection, maintenance and
compliance work has been backlogged while prices
remain low
• Bureau of Ocean Energy Management Notice (NTL
2016 N01) implementation of required rigorous
financial assurances could impact previously delayed
decommissioning obligations
• Current decreased level of offshore operations
activities are expected to remain low in 20172
2

¹ Source: Wood McKenzie
Source: Bloomberg Intelligence

Capital Activities
•

Decline
within the
Subsea
Services
Sector as a
whole

Capital budgets cut hard; near-term offshore capex anticipated to fall
another 20-25 per cent in 20171

Subsea Demand by Sector and Utilisation

¹ Source: Wood McKenzie

Buying
Opportunities
within the
Subsea
Services
Sector

• Offshore service companies primarily use debt
financing to purchase vessels and equipment
and when available contracts for work decline
coupled with reduced profit margins per
contract…..equals desperation
• Contrarian investment opportunity for services
industry
• 2017 is not expected to bring about a quick
recovery in oil prices or demand

• Creates near-term buying opportunities in 2017
while operational and capital spending remain
low

Nautilus acquires three (3) vessels from Everest Hill Group Inc in
exchange for:

Summary
of
Transaction
“A”

Forgiveness of $8 million of the outstanding principal amount
of the Loan Notes;
Reduction of the interest rate of the Loan Note from 12% to
8% and extension of the maturity date to 14 Sept 2018;
Contingent additional consideration equal to the lower of $5
million or 75% of the Net Cash Inflows (very stringently
defined to include capital improvements) for a period of 18
months following closing.
Fair market value independently appraised at this price by
leading global maritime firm

Nautilus issues $31.6 million nominal value ($16.1 fair value) of new
convertible notes in exchange for:

Summary
of
Transaction
“B”

Nine (9) vessels and equipment (free from all encumbrances)
through the purchase of shares;

$10.5 million of new cash

Fair market value of vessels independently appraised at this
price by leading global maritime firm
Fair market value of notes is deeply discounted and was
independently appraised by large global accounting firm

Summary of Convertible Note Terms
•$10,500,000
•Ten (10) year term
•50p conversion price
•Non-compounding
interest, payable at
maturity or
conversion at 8%
•Payable in cash upon
maturity, if not
converted
•Company may force
conversion, based on
terms

C
•$6,100,000
•Twelve (12) year term
•160p conversion price
•Non-compounding
interest, payable at
maturity or conversion
at 6%
•Payable in cash or
shares at option of the
Company, if not
converted
•Company may force
conversion, based on
terms

Level Notes

B
Level Notes

Level Notes

A

•$15,000,000
•Fifteen (15) year term
•225p conversion price
•Non-compounding
interest, payable at
maturity or conversion
at 6%
•Payable in cash or
shares at option of the
Company, if not
converted
•Company may force
conversion, based on
terms

New cash

$

10.5 Million

Vessels and equipment

$

13.6 million

Fair Value of Assets

$

24.1 million

Fair Value of Convertible Notes

$

16.1 Million

Forgiveness of Debt

$

8.0 Million

Fair Value of Consideration

$

24.1 Million

in exchange for

Summary
of
Both
Transactions

These transactions represented an opportunity to take
advantage of Seller’s low position in the assets, raise new
capital and potentially diversify the existing shareholder base
with non-related parties

“Assess and
Enhance”
the
Transaction
Vessels

• Assess current vessel enhancement
against developing market opportunities;

Overview
of
Company
Strategy

• Investment window is open and is
expected to remain open for 9 to 12
months before prices are pushed up1;
and
• Database of opportunities currently
being prioritised for action in 2017.

¹ Source: Wood McKenzie

Assets

Overview
of
Company
Strategy

Technology

Services

Nautilus seeks to gain access into the global offshore subsea sector
with an initial entry into the Gulf of Mexico through viable
investment, consolidation and technology opportunities to take
advantage of distressed market conditions.

• Entry into subsea services sector through
closing of Transactions (complete)

• Integrate, assess and enhance vessels and
equipment;

Expected
2017
Milestones

• Control and maintain top-level facilities;
• Pursue and close technology and asset
investments and/or acquisitions;

• Enhance subsea operations personnel and
expertise in the Company.
Nautilus has sufficient financial strength and working
capital to survive continued downturn in 2017 while
we execute the strategy to buy in additional
opportunities during this downturn window of time.
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